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The conception“ the Theory of  delivering  and explaining” is put forward 
in order to solve the tense relation and inherent conflict  between  unexpressed  
supreme truth and expression 、between language and silence in the process of 
spreading Buddhism law. The author think that  the unique character  of 
Lakāvatāra-sūtra -sūtra  lies in  the unexpressed way of expressing  is just 
established on  the process of theoretical explanation for both “ the 
unexpressed” and “expression” The idea of tathāgatagarbha ,  which is 
important idea in Lakāvatāra-sūtra can be explained for it .  
    The first part follow the written train of thought like this: firstly , 
Lakāvatāra-sūtra involves in the process of human thinking and episteme and 
put forward  the question why  the supreme truth can ’t  be unexpressed and 
then form the theoretical system about “Mistaken thought and non-mistaken 
thought”  by criticized examination for usual thinking and episteme, which lay 
the basement for effectively explaining“ the unexpressed”. Secondly ,in order to 
avoid contrary theory of expressing because of  insisting on convenient thinking 
way , Lakāvatāra-sūtra  furthermore  carry forward the theory of  teaching  
and explaining from two aspects “the theory of    practice and  the theory of  
release .which finally  make the “convenience” be  restored to the original 
state toward eternal “the unexpressed” by the “convenience”; Finally , “the 
theory of    practice and  the theory of  release  pay attention to the final 















judgment “ The unexpressed” person  insist on unexpressed  supreme 
truth but only can be understand “ the unexpressed”. 
The second part which based on the first part  point out : the expressing 
way expressed by buddha “Mistaken thought and non-mistaken thought” is 
indirectly involve in ““ the unexpressed” if accepter 
is faraway from insisting on the thinking of expressing. Therefore, we can fix 
position for “expression” again. It is possible for  subtle  involvement and 
inherent merge between “the unexpressed” and expression 、between language 
and silence. Inherent merge between language and silence has different 
connotations for explainer and accepter. 
The third part summarize and fix position the idea of tathāgatagarbha and 
the angle of the theory of  teaching  and explaining . The third part 
summarize and fix position the idea of tathāgatagarbha from the angle of the 
theory of  teaching  and explaining . First, tathāgatagarbha is put forward  
because explainer degrade “the unexpressed ”into the expression twice in order 
to meet  the need of establishing teaching way. As accepter, a series of 
understanding  obstacles  bring about  because they insist on the way 
expressed by Buddha .For example , self and non-self、 pollution and clean of 
the nature-mind . Secondly, the conception tathāgatagarbha is put forward in 
Lakāvatāra-sūtra ,which is actually natural extending about the idea of 
tathāgatagarbha in preceding classics in consciousness-only language 
condition . Different theories about consciousness-only based on 
tathāgatagarbha consciousness finally give up interpreting the essence of 
practice in process of expressing in the end. So the connotation of 















tathāgatagarbha Finally, to put forward tathāgatagarbha  mean effectively 
introduce effectively factor of theory of  practice in the process of teaching and 
explaining tathāgatagarbha .AS accepter ,we should hold the attitude :  
making  use of the “convenience ” and being far away  from “convenience”, 
which confirm to  real intention and original idea of tathāgatagarbha .The 
unsolvable paradox included in the idea of tathāgatagarbha is solved ,so 
achieve the goal    
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